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FEDOSOV DG MANIFOLDS ASSOCIATED WITH LIE PAIRS
MATHIEU STIÉNON AND PING XU
Abstract. For any pair (L,A) of Lie algebroids, we construct a differential graded manifold (L[1]⊕L/A,Q),
which we call Fedosov dg manifold. We extend the Emmrich–Weinstein theorem to Lie pairs: the cohomological
vector fieldQ constructed on L[1]⊕L/A by the Fedosov iteration method ensues from the Poincaré–Birkhoff–
Witt map established in [18]. Finally, using the classical homological perturbation lemma, we establish a quasi-
isomorphism of Dolgushev–Fedosov type: the differential graded algebras of functions on the dg manifolds
(A[1], dA) and (L[1]⊕ L/A,Q) are homotopy equivalent.
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Introduction
It is well known that Fedosov resolutions — we call them Fedosov dg manifolds later in the paper — played a
key role in globalizing Kontsevich’s formality theorem to smooth manifolds [10]. In order to study deforma-
tion quantization of geometric objects other than smooth manifolds, it is thus extremely important to establish
Fedosov resolutions for these other geometric objects. One example of such other geometric object is the leaf
space of a foliation on a smooth manifold. In general, the leaf space may not be a smooth manifold — it is
in a certain sense a noncommutative manifold. However, it can be considered as a particular instance of Lie
pair.
By a Lie pair (L,A), we mean an inclusion A ↪→ L of Lie algebroids over a smooth manifold M . Lie
pairs arise naturally in a number of classical areas of mathematics such as Lie theory, complex geometry, and
foliation theory. For instance, a complex manifold X determines a Lie pair over C with L = TX ⊗ C and
A = T 0,1X . A foliation F on a smooth manifoldM determines a Lie pair over R: this time L is the tangent
bundle toM andA is the integrable distribution TF onM tangent to the foliation F . A g-manifold also gives
rise to a natural Lie pair [19].
The purpose of this paper is to associate with any Lie pair (L,A) a dg manifold, called Fedosov dg manifold,
which can be thought of as a resolution of the dg manifold (A[1], dA). As a byproduct of the construction,
we establish an Emmrich–Weinstein theorem for Lie pairs.
Given a smooth manifold M , Emmrich–Weinstein [12] constructed a dg manifold (TM [1] ⊕ TM , Q) using
Fedosov’s iteration method (see [10]) and proved that this dg manifold is, in a certain sense, equivalent to
another dg manifold resulting from the infinite-order jet of a geodesic exponential map. More precisely,
they proved, by way of Fedosov’s iterative method, that each smooth function f onM determines a unique
flat section of Sˆ(T∨M ) whose term of degree 0 (i.e. its component in Sˆ0(T∨M )) is equal to f . Furthermore,
Emmrich–Weinstein proved that the resulting map τ˘ : C∞(M)→ Γ(Sˆ(T∨M )) coincide with the map sending
f ∈ C∞(M) to the fiberwise infinite-order jet along the zero section of TM of the pullback f ◦ exp∇ of f
by the classical geodesic exponential map exp∇ : TM → M associated with an affine connection ∇ on the
manifoldM . Their proof resorted to a complicated argument involving Ehresmann connections on analytic
manifolds. In this paper, we present a simple and transparent proof of an extension of the Emmrich–Weinstein
theorem to Lie pairs, of which the classical Emmrich–Weinstein theorem is a special case. Our approach is
based on two equivalent constructions of the Fedosov dg manifold (L[1]⊕ L/A,Q) associated with the Lie
pair (L,A). One is based on the Fedosov iteration method while the other makes use of a Poincaré–Birkhoff–
Witt map.
Given a Lie pair (L,A), the quotient L/A is naturally an A-module [9]. When L is the tangent bundle to
a manifold M and A is an integrable distribution on M , the infinitesimal A-action on L/A reduces to the
classical Bott connection [5]. In [18], together with Laurent-Gengoux, we showed that, for any Lie pair over
R, each choice of (1) a splitting of the short exact sequence of vector bundles 0 → A → L → L/A → 0
and (2) a torsion-free L-connection ∇ on L/A extending the Bott A-connection determines an exponential
map exp : L/A → L /A . Here L and A are local Lie groupoids corresponding to the Lie algebroids L
and A, respectively. Considering the (fiberwise) infinite-order jet of this exponential map, we obtained an
isomorphism of filtered R-coalgebras (with R = C∞(M))
pbw : Γ(S(L/A))→ U(L)U(L)Γ(A) ,
which we called Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt map. In particular, if L is a Lie algebra g and A is the trivial Lie
algebra of dimension 0, there exists a natural choice of torsion-free connection and the resulting pbw map is
precisely the classical Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt map S(g)→ U(g). These PBW maps arising from Lie pairs
admit an explicit recursive characterization valid for Lie pairs over any field k of characteristic zero and not
just R. Hence these PBW maps can be considered as formal algebraic exponential maps.
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Transferring the canonical infinitesimal action of L on the coalgebra U(L)U(L)Γ(A) by coderivation through the
map pbw, we obtain a flat L-connection∇ on S(L/A):
∇ l (s) = pbw−1 (l · pbw(s)),
for all l ∈ Γ(L) and s ∈ Γ(S(L/A)). The covariant Chevalley–Eilenberg differential
d∇
 
L : Γ(∧•L∨ ⊗ Sˆ
(
(L/A)∨
)
)→ Γ(∧•+1L∨ ⊗ Sˆ((L/A)∨))
of the induced flat L-connection on the dual bundle Sˆ
(
(L/A)∨
)
is a derivation of degree (+1) of the algebra
Γ(∧•L∨⊗ Sˆ((L/A)∨)) of smooth functions on the graded manifold L[1]⊕L/A. As a consequence, (L[1]⊕
L/A, d∇ L ) is a dg manifold. We prove an extension of the Emmrich–Weinstein theorem to the context of
Lie pairs: given a splitting of the short exact sequence 0 → A → L → L/A → 0 and an L-connection on
L/A extending the Bott A-connection, the cohomological vector fieldQ constructed on the graded manifold
L[1] ⊕ L/A by way of the Fedosov iteration method coincides with the cohomological vector field d∇ L
obtained using the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt map.
It is a well known theorem of Dolgushev that, for a smooth manifoldM , the Fedosov dgmanifold TM [1]⊕TM
(associated with the Lie pair (L,A) where L is the tangent bundle toM andA is its trivial subbundle of rank
0) gives rise to a resolution Ω•
(
M ; Sˆ(T∨M )
)
of C∞(M) [10]. Our second main theorem establishes a similar
result for generic Lie pairs. Note that, for a Lie pair (L,A), the space of functions on the Fedosov dg manifold
(L[1] ⊕ L/A, d∇ L ) is the differential graded algebra
(
Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨), d∇ L
)
while the space of functions
on the dg manifold (A[1], dA) is the differential graded algebra
(
Γ(Λ•A∨), dA
)
. Using homological pertur-
bation, we establish a quasi-isomorphism of Dolgushev–Fedosov type: there exists a homotopy equivalence
of cochain complexes
]
(
Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨), d∇ L
) (
Γ(Λ•A∨), dA
)σ
τ˘
.
When L = TM and A is its trivial subbundle of rank 0, this chain map τ˘ is precisely the augmentation map
τ˘ : C∞(M) → Ω0(M, Sˆ(T∨M )) studied by Emmrich–Weinstein [12]. In the case of matched pair of Lie
algebroids L = A ./ B, i.e. a Lie pair (L,A) admitting a splitting j : B → L of the short exact sequence
0 → A → L → B → 0, whose image j(B) happens to be a Lie subalgebroid of L, we obtain an explicit
formula for the map τ˘ — see Equation (22) — generalizing Emmrich–Weinsteins’s interpretation of τ˘ as
infinite-order jet of an exponential map [12].
The Dolgushev–Fedosov type resolutions for Lie pairs that we establish in the present work play a crucial role
in the proof of a pair of results we obtained in a subsequent work: a formality theorem and a Kontsevich–Duflo
type theorem for Lie pairs (see [21]). While the spaces of polyvector fields and polydifferential operators on a
smooth manifold both carry obvious dgla structures, there is generally no such obvious L∞ algebra structure
on either of the spaces of polyvector fields and polydifferential operators associated with a Lie pair. However,
there exist natural L∞ algebra structures on the polyvector fields and the polydifferential operators on a dg
foliation of the Fedosov dg manifold arising from the Lie pair. Our Dolgushev–Fedosov resolutions for Lie
pairs allow for the homotopy transfer of these L∞ structures from the Fedosov dg manifold to the Lie pair.
This was done in [2], where the dg foliation of the Fedosov dg manifold is called Fedosov dg Lie algebroid.
The Emmrich–Weinstein theorem was recently extended to Z-graded manifolds by Liao–Stiénon [20].
Terminology and notations
Natural numbers. We use the symbol N to denote the set of positive integers and the symbol N0 for the set
of nonnegative integers.
Field k and ring R. We use the symbol k to denote the field of either real or complex numbers. The symbol
R always denotes the algebra of smooth functions onM with values in k.
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Completed symmetric algebra. Given a moduleM over a ring, the symbol Sˆ(M ) denotes the m-adic com-
pletion of the symmetric algebra S(M ), where m is the ideal of S(M ) generated byM .
Duality pairing. For every vector bundle E →M , we define a duality pairing
Γ(Sˆ(E∨))× Γ(S(E))→ R
by
〈ν1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ νp|v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vq〉 =
{∑
σ∈Sp
∏p
k=1
〈
νk
∣∣vσ(k)〉 if p = q,
0 otherwise.
Multi-indices. Let E → M be a smooth vector bundle of finite rank r, let (∂i)i∈{1,...,r} be a local frame of
E and let (χj)j∈{1,...,r} be the dual local frame of E∨. Thus, we have 〈χi|∂j〉 = δi,j . Given a multi-index
I = (I1, I2, · · · , Ir) ∈ Nr0, we adopt the following multi-index notations:
I! = I1! · I2! · · · Ir!
|I| = I1 + I2 + · · ·+ Ir
∂I = ∂1  · · ·  ∂1︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1 factors
 ∂2  · · ·  ∂2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2 factors
 · · ·  ∂r  · · ·  ∂r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ir factors
χI = χ1  · · ·  χ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1 factors
 χ2  · · ·  χ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2 factors
 · · ·  χr  · · ·  χr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ir factors
We use the symbol ek to denote the multi-index all of whose components are equal to 0 except for the k-th
which is equal to 1. Thus χek = χk.
Shuffles. A (p, q)-shuffle is a permutation σ of the set {1, 2, · · · , p+q} such that σ(1) < σ(2) < · · · < σ(p)
and σ(p+ 1) < σ(p+ 2) < · · · < σ(p+ q). The symbol Sqp denotes the set of (p, q)-shuffles.
Graduation shift. Given a graded vector space V =
⊕
k∈Z V
(k), V [i] denotes the graded vector space ob-
tained by shifting the grading on V according to the rule (V [i])(k) = V (i+k). Accordingly, ifE =
⊕
k∈ZE
(k)
is a graded vector bundle overM , E[i] denotes the graded vector bundle obtained by shifting the degree in
the fibers of E according to the above rule.
dg manifolds. A dg manifold is a Z-graded manifold endowed with a homological vector field, i.e. a vector
field Q of degree (+1) such that [Q,Q] = 0. Dg manifolds are also known as Q-manifolds. For details and
further references, see [1, 24, 25].
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Lie algebroids and Lie pairs.
Lie algebroids. We use the symbol k to denote either of the fields R and C. A Lie algebroid over k is a
k-vector bundle L → M together with a bundle map ρ : L → TM ⊗R k called anchor and a Lie bracket
[−,−] on sections of L such that ρ : Γ(L)→ X(M)⊗ k is a morphism of Lie algebras and
[X, fY ] = f [X,Y ] +
(
ρ(X)f
)
Y
for all X,Y ∈ Γ(L) and f ∈ C∞(M,k). In this paper ‘Lie algebroid’ always means ‘Lie algebroid over k’
unless specified otherwise. A k-vector bundleL→M is a Lie algebroid if and only if Γ(L) is a Lie–Rinehart
algebra [28] over the commutative ring C∞(M,k).
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Lie pairs. By a Lie pair (L,A), we mean an inclusion A ↪→ L of Lie algebroids over a smooth manifoldM .
Example 1.1. If h is a Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra g, then (g, h) is a Lie pair over the one-point manifold
{∗}.
Example 1.2. If X is a complex manifold, then (TX ⊗ C, T 0,1X ) is a Lie pair over X .
Example 1.3. If F is a foliation of a smooth manifoldM , then (TM , TF ) is a Lie pair overM .
Matched pairs. A matched pair of Lie algebroids L = A ./ B is a Lie pair (L,A) together with a splitting
j : B → L of the short exact sequence 0 → A → L → B → 0, whose image j(B) happens to be a Lie
subalgebroid of L— see [22, 26, 23] for more details.
Example 1.4. If X is a complex manifold, then TX ⊗ C = T 0,1X ./ T 1,0X is a matched pair of complex Lie
algebroids over X .
Example 1.5. Let G be a Poisson Lie group and let P be a Poisson G-space, i.e. a Poisson manifold (P, pi)
endowed with a G-action G × P → P which happens to be a Poisson map. According to Lu [22], the
cotangent Lie algebroid A =
(
T∨P
)
pi
and the transformation Lie algebroid B = P o g form a matched pair
of Lie algebroids over the manifold P .
1.2. Connections and representations of Lie algebroids. Let L be a Lie algebroid over a smooth manifold
M , and R be the algebra of smooth functions onM valued in k. The Chevalley–Eilenberg differential
dL : Γ(Λ
kL∨)→ Γ(Λk+1L∨)
defined by
(
dLω
)
(v0, v1, · · · , vk) =
n∑
i=0
ρ(vi)
(
ω(v0, · · · , v̂i, · · · , vk)
)
+
∑
i<j
ω([vi, vj ], v0, · · · , v̂i, · · · , v̂j , · · · , vk) (1)
and the exterior product make
⊕
k>0 Γ(Λ
kL∨) into a differential graded commutative R-algebra.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the definitions.
Proposition 1.6. LetL be a Lie algebroid and letA andB be two vector subbundles ofL such thatL = A⊕B.
Set Ωu,v = Γ(p>(ΛuA∨)⊗ q>(ΛvB∨)) where p : L A and q : L B denote the canonical projections.
(1) If neither A nor B is a Lie subalgebroid of L, then
dL(Ω
u,v) ⊂ Ωu+2,v−1 ⊕ Ωu+1,v ⊕ Ωu,v+1 ⊕ Ωu−1,v+2.
(2) If A is a Lie subalgebroid of L, i.e. if (L,A) is a Lie pair, then
dL(Ω
u,v) ⊂ Ωu+1,v ⊕ Ωu,v+1 ⊕ Ωu−1,v+2.
(3) If both A and B are Lie subalgebroids of L, i.e. if L = A ./ B is a matched pair, then
dL(Ω
u,v) ⊂ Ωu+1,v ⊕ Ωu,v+1.
Now let E $−→ M be a vector bundle over k. The traditional description of a (linear) L-connection on E is
in terms of a covariant derivative
Γ(L)× Γ(E)→ Γ(E) : (l, e) 7→ ∇le
characterized by the following two properties:
∇f ·le = f · ∇le, (2)
∇l(f · e) = ρ(l)f · e+ f · ∇le, (3)
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for all l ∈ Γ(L), e ∈ Γ(E), and f ∈ R.
Remark 1.7. A covariant derivative ∇ : Γ(L)× Γ(E)→ Γ(E) induces a covariant derivative ∇ : Γ(L)×
Γ(S(E))→ Γ(S(E)) through the relation
∇l(b1  · · ·  bn) =
n∑
k=1
b1  · · ·  ∇lbk  · · ·  bn,
for all l ∈ Γ(L) and b1, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(E).
Remark 1.8. A covariant derivative ∇ : Γ(L) × Γ(S(E)) → Γ(S(E)) induces a covariant derivative
∇ : Γ(L)× Γ(Sˆ(E∨))→ Γ(Sˆ(E∨)) through the relation
ρ(l) 〈σ|s〉 = 〈∇lσ|s〉+ 〈σ|∇ls〉
for all l ∈ Γ(L), s ∈ Γ(E), and σ ∈ Γ(Sˆ(E∨)).
A representation of a Lie algebroid L on a vector bundle E → M is a flat L-connection ∇ on E, i.e. a
covariant derivative ∇ : Γ(L)× Γ(E)→ Γ(E) satisfying
∇a1∇a2e−∇a2∇a1e = ∇[a1,a2]e, (4)
for all a1, a2 ∈ Γ(L) and e ∈ Γ(E). A vector bundle endowed with a representation of the Lie algebroid L
is called an L-module. More generally, given a left R-moduleM , by an infinitesimal action of L onM , we
mean a k-bilinear map ∇ : Γ(L)×M →M , (a, e) 7→ ∇ae satisfying Equations (2), (3), and (4). In other
words,∇ is a representation of the Lie–Rinehart algebra (Γ(L), R) [28].
Example 1.9 ([9]). Let (L,A) be a Lie pair. The Bott representation of A on the quotient L/A is the flat
connection defined by
∇Botta q(l) = q
(
[a, l]
)
, ∀a ∈ Γ(A), l ∈ Γ(L),
where q denotes the canonical projection L  L/A. Thus the quotient L/A of a Lie pair (L,A) is an
A-module.
The Chevalley–Eilenberg covariant differential associated to a representation ∇ of a Lie algebroid L → M
of rank n on a vector bundle E →M is the operator
d∇L : Γ(Λ
kL∨ ⊗ E)→ Γ(Λk+1L∨ ⊗ E)
that takes a section ω ⊗ e of ΛkL∨ ⊗B to
d∇L (ω ⊗ e) = (dLω)⊗ e+
n∑
j=1
(νj ∧ ω)⊗∇vje,
where v1, v2, . . . , vn and ν1, ν2, . . . , νn are any pair of dual local frames for the vector bundles L and L∨.
Because the connection ∇ is flat, d∇L is a coboundary operator: d∇L ◦ d∇L = 0.
1.3. Universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebroid. Let L be a Lie k-algebroid over a smooth manifold
M and letR denote the algebra of smooth functions onM taking values in k. The vector space g := R⊕Γ(L)
admits a natural Lie algebra structure given by the Lie bracket
(f +X)⊗ (g + Y ) 7−→ X(g)− Y (f) + [X,Y ],
where f, g ∈ R andX,Y ∈ Γ(L). Its universal enveloping algebra U(g) is the quotient of the tensor algebra
T (g) =
⊕∞
k=0
(⊗k
k(R⊕ Γ(L))
)
by the ideal generated by the subset of all elements of the form
(f +X)⊗ (g + Y )− (g + Y )⊗ (f +X)− (X(g)− Y (f) + [X,Y ])
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with f, g ∈ R and X,Y ∈ Γ(L). Let i denote the natural inclusion of g into U(g) and let V(g) denote the
subalgebra of U(g) generated by i(g). The universal enveloping algebra U(L) of the Lie algebroid L is the
quotient of V(g) by the two-sided ideal generated by the elements of the form
i(f)⊗ i(g + Y )− i(fg + fY )
with f, g ∈ R and Y ∈ Γ(L). Note that we have implicitly used the left R-module structure of g. The
graduation of T (g) induces a natural ascending filtration
· · · ↪→ U6n−1(L) ↪→ U6n(L) ↪→ U6n+1(L) ↪→ · · · (5)
on U(L).
Lemma 1.10. For all σ ∈ Sn and X1, . . . , Xn in Γ(L), we have
X1 · · ·Xn ≡ Xσ(1) · · ·Xσ(n) mod U6n−1(L).
Proof. It suffices to prove that
X1 · · ·Xn ≡ X1 · · ·Xk−1Xk+1XkXk+2 · · ·Xn mod U6n−1(L)
for all X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Γ(L). It follows from Xk ·Xk+1 = Xk+1 ·Xk + [Xk, Xk+1] that
X1 · · ·Xn = X1 · · ·Xk−1Xk+1XkXk+2 · · ·Xn +X1 · · ·Xk−1[Xk, Xk+1]Xk+2 · · ·Xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈ U6n−1(L)
. 
When the base M of the Lie algebroid L is the one-point space so that the only fiber is a Lie algebra h,
the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebroid is the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra h.
When the Lie algebroidL is the tangent bundle TM →M , its universal enveloping algebraU(L) is the algebra
of differential operators onM . In general, when L is a Lie algebroid over R, its universal enveloping algebra
U(L) can canonically be identified with the algebra of source-fiberwise differential operators onL invariant
under left translations [8], where L is a local Lie groupoid with Lie algebroid L. Similarly,
⊗•
R U(L) can
be identified with the left invariant polydifferential operators onL .
The universal enveloping algebra U(L) of the Lie algebroid L→M is a coalgebra over R [29]. Its comulti-
plication
∆ : U(L)→ U(L)⊗R U(L)
is compatible with its filtration (5) and characterized by the identities
∆(1) = 1⊗ 1;
∆(b) = 1⊗ b+ b⊗ 1, ∀b ∈ Γ(L);
∆(u · v) = ∆(u) ·∆(v), ∀u, v ∈ U(L),
where 1 ∈ R denotes the constant function onM with value 1 while the symbol · denotes the multiplication
in U(L). We refer the reader to [29] for the precise meaning of the last equation above. Explicitly, we have
∆(b1 · b2 · · · · · bn) = 1⊗ (b1 · b2 · · · · · bn) +
∑
p+q=n
p,q∈N
∑
σ∈Sqp
(bσ(1) · · · · · bσ(p))⊗ (bσ(p+1) · · · · · bσ(n))
+ (b1 · b2 · · · · · bn)⊗ 1,
for all b1, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(L).
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1.4. Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt isomorphisms. Let (L,A) be a pair of Lie algebroids over k.
Writing U(L)Γ(A) for the left ideal of U(L) generated by Γ(A), the quotient U(L)U(L)Γ(A) is automatically a
filtered R-coalgebra since
∆
(U(L)Γ(A)) ⊆ U(L)⊗R (U(L)Γ(A))+ (U(L)Γ(A))⊗R U(L)
and the filtration (5) on U(L) descends to a filtration
· · · ↪→
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n−1
↪→
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n
↪→
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n+1
↪→ · · ·
of U(L)U(L)Γ(A) .
Likewise, deconcatenation defines an R-coalgebra structure on Γ(S(L/A)). The comultiplication
∆ : Γ(S(L/A))→ Γ(S(L/A))⊗R Γ(S(L/A))
is given by
∆(b1  b2  · · ·  bn) = 1⊗ (b1  b2  · · ·  bn)
+
∑
p+q=n
p,q∈N
∑
σ∈Sqp
(bσ(1)  · · ·  bσ(p))⊗ (bσ(p+1)  · · ·  bσ(n))
+ (b1  b2  · · ·  bn)⊗ 1,
for all n ∈ N and b1, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(L/A). The symbol  denotes the symmetric product in Γ(S(L/A)).
The following theorem, which was obtained in [18], is an extension of the classical Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt
isomorphism to Lie pairs.
Theorem 1.11 ([18]). Let (L,A) be a Lie pair. Given a splitting j : L/A → L of the short exact sequence
0 → A → L → L/A → 0, and a L-connection ∇ on L/A extending the Bott A-connection, there exists a
unique isomorphism of filtered R-coalgebras
pbw∇,j : Γ(S(L/A))→ U(L)U(L)Γ(A)
satisfying
pbw∇,j(f) = f, ∀f ∈ R; (6)
pbw∇,j(b) = j(b), ∀b ∈ Γ(L/A); (7)
pbw∇,j(bn+1) = j(b) · pbw∇,j(bn)− pbw∇,j (∇j(b)(bn)) (8)
for all n ∈ N, b ∈ Γ(L/A).
Remark 1.12. Equation (8) is equivalent to
pbw∇,j(b0  · · ·  bn) = 1n+1
n∑
i=0
(
j(bi) · pbw∇,j(b0  · · ·  b̂i  · · ·  bn)
− pbw∇,j (∇j(bi)(b0  · · ·  b̂i  · · ·  bn))) (9)
for all b0, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(L/A).
It is immediate that Equations (6), (7), and (9) together define inductively a unique R-linear map pbw∇,j .
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Remark 1.13. When L = TM and A is the trivial Lie subalgebroid of L of rank 0, the pbw∇,j map of
Theorem 1.11 is the inverse of the so called “complete symbol map,” which is an isomorphism from the space
U(TM ) of differential operators on M to the space Γ(S(TM )) of fiberwisely polynomial functions on T∨M .
The complete symbol map was generalized to arbitrary Lie algebroids over R by Nistor–Weinstein–Xu [27].
It played an important role in quantization theory [13, 27, 16, 17].
Lemma 1.14. For all n ∈ N and b1, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(L/A),
pbw∇,j(b1  · · ·  bn)− 1
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
j(bσ(1)) · j(bσ(2)) · · · · · j(bσ(n))
is an element of
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n−1
.
Proof. It follows from the inductive relation (9) that
pbw∇,j(b1  · · ·  bn)− 1
n
n∑
k=1
j(bk) · pbw∇,j(b1  · · ·  b̂k  · · ·  bn)
= − 1
n
n∑
k=1
pbw∇,j
(∇j(bk)(b1  · · ·  b̂k  · · ·  bn))
belongs to
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n−1
as
∇j(bk)(b1  · · ·  b̂k  · · ·  bn) ∈ Γ(Sn−1(L/A))
and pbw∇,j respects the filtrations. The result follows by induction on n. 
Remark 1.15. It follows from Lemma 1.14 and Lemma 1.10 that
pbw∇,j(b1  · · ·  bn) ≡ j(b1) · · · j(bn) mod
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n−1
for all homogeneous elements b1, . . . , bn in Γ(L/A).
1.5. Torsion-free connections extending the Bott representation. Let (L,A) be a pair of Lie algebroids
over k. Consider the short exact sequence of vector bundles
0 A L L/A 0i
q
. (10)
An L-connection∇ on L/A is said to extend the Bott A-connection on L/A (see Example 1.9) if
∇i(a)q(l) = ∇Botta q(l) = q
(
[i(a), l]
)
, ∀a ∈ Γ(A), l ∈ Γ(L).
Given an L-connection on L/A extending the BottA-connection on L/A, the bundle map T∇ : Λ2L→ L/A
defined by
T∇(l1, l2) = ∇l1q(l2)−∇l2q(l1)− q
(
[l1, l2]
)
, ∀l1, l2 ∈ Γ(L) (11)
satisfies T∇(a, l) = 0 for all a ∈ Γ(A) and l ∈ Γ(L), so that there exists a unique bundle map
β∇ : Λ2(L/A)→ L/A, (12)
called the torsion of ∇, making the diagram
Λ2L L/A
Λ2(L/A)
q
T∇
β∇
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commute.
Torsion-free L-connections on L/A extending the Bott A-connection always exist:
Lemma 1.16. Given an L-connection∇ on L/A, setting
∇′l1q(l2) = ∇l1q(l2)− 12T∇(l1, l2), ∀l1, l2 ∈ Γ(L)
defines a torsion-free L-connection∇′ on L/A, i.e. β∇′ = 0.
Moreover, if the L-connection ∇ on L/A extends the Bott A-connection, then so does the torsion-free L-
connection∇′.
The following lemma will be needed later on.
Lemma 1.17. Given a splitting j : L/A → L of the short exact sequence (10) and an L-connection ∇ on
L/A extending the Bott A-connection on L/A, we have
pbw∇,j(Y  Z) = j(Y ) · j(Z)− j(∇j(Y )Z)+ 12 j ◦ β∇(Y,Z)
for all elements Y,Z of Γ(L/A).
2. Fedosov dg manifolds and Emmrich–Weinstein theorem for Lie pairs
2.1. Homological perturbation. A cochain complex (N, δ) is said to contract onto a cochain complex
(M,d) if there exists two chain maps σ : N →M and τ : M → N and an endomorphism h : N → N [−1]
of the graded module N satisfying the following five relations:
στ = idM , τσ − idN = hδ + δh,
σh = 0, hτ = 0, h2 = 0.
If, furthermore, the cochain complexesN andM are filtered and the maps σ, τ , and h preserve the filtration,
the contraction is said to be filtered [11, §12].
A (descending) filtration
· · · ⊆ Fp+1N ⊆ FpN ⊆ Fp−1N ⊆ · · ·
on a cochain complex N is said to be exhaustive if N =
⋃
p FpN and complete if N = lim←−p
N
FpN
.
A perturbation of the differential δ of a filtered cochain complex
· · · Nn−1 Nn Nn+1 · · ·δ δ
is an operator % : FkN → Fk+1N shifting the filtration and satisfying
(δ + %)2 = 0
so that δ + % is a new differential on N .
We refer the reader to [15, §1] for a brief history of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 (Homological Perturbation [6]). Let
· · · Nn−1 Nn Nn+1 · · ·
· · · Mn−1 Mn Mn+1 · · ·
· · · Nn−1 Nn Nn+1 · · ·
σ
δ
σ
δ
h
σ
hτ
d
τ
d
τ
δ δ
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be a filtered contraction. Given a perturbation % of the differential δ onN , if the filtrations onM andN are
exhaustive and complete, then the series
ϑ :=
∞∑
k=0
σ%(h%)kτ =
∞∑
k=0
σ(%h)k%τ
σ˘ :=
∞∑
k=0
σ(%h)k
τ˘ :=
∞∑
k=0
(h%)kτ
h˘ :=
∞∑
k=0
(h%)kh =
∞∑
k=0
h(%h)k
converge, ϑ is a perturbation of the differential d onM , and
· · · Nn−1 Nn Nn+1 · · ·
· · · Mn−1 Mn Mn+1 · · ·
· · · Nn−1 Nn Nn+1 · · ·
σ˘
δ+%
σ˘
δ+%
h˘
σ˘
h˘
τ˘
d+ϑ
τ˘
d+ϑ
τ˘
δ+% δ+%
constitutes a new filtered contraction.
2.2. The coboundary operator δ. Let (L,A) be a Lie pair. We use the symbol B to denote the quotient
vector bundle L/A and the symbol r to denote its rank.
Consider the endomorphism δ of the vector bundle ΛL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ defined by
δ(ω ⊗ χJ) =
r∑
m=1
(
q>(χm) ∧ ω
)⊗ Jm χJ−em ,
for all ω ∈ ΛL∨ and J ∈ Nr. Here {χk}rk=1 denotes an arbitrary local frame for the vector bundle B∨.
The operator δ is a derivation of degree +1 of the graded commutative algebra Γ(Λ•L∨⊗ SˆB∨) and satisfies
δ2 = 0. The resulting cochain complex
· · · Λn−1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ ΛnL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ Λn+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ · · ·δ δ
deformation retracts onto the trivial complex
· · · Λn−1A∨ ΛnA∨ Λn+1A∨ · · ·0 0
Indeed, for every choice of splitting i ◦ p+ j ◦ q = idL of the short exact sequence
0 A L B 0i
p
q
j
and its dual
0 B∨ L∨ A∨ 0
q>
j>
i>
p>
,
the chain maps
σ : Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ → Λ•A∨
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and
τ : Λ•A∨ → Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨
respectively defined by
σ(ω ⊗ χJ) =
{
ω ⊗ χJ if v = 0 and |J | = 0
0 otherwise,
for all ω ∈ p>(ΛuA∨)⊗ q>(ΛvB∨) and all multi-indices J ∈ Nr0, and
τ(α) = p>(α)⊗ 1,
for all α ∈ Λ•(A∨), satisfy
στ = id and id−τσ = hδ + δh
where the homotopy operator
h : Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ → Λ•−1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨
is defined by
h(ω ⊗ χJ) =
{
1
v+|J |
∑r
k=1(ιj(∂k)ω)⊗ χJ+ek if v > 1
0 if v = 0
for all ω ∈ p>(ΛuA∨)⊗ q>(ΛvB∨). Here {∂k}rk=1 denotes the local frame for B dual to {χk}rk=1.
Remark 2.2. The operator h is not a derivation of the algebra Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨).
We note that hτ = 0, σh = 0, and h2 = 0.
Furthermore, the maps δ, σ, τ , and h respect the exhaustive, complete, descending filtrations
F0 ⊃ F1 ⊃ F2 ⊃ F3 ⊃ · · ·
and
F0 ⊃ F1 ⊃ F2 ⊃ F3 ⊃ · · ·
on the complexes Λ•A∨ and Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ defined by
Fm =
⊕
k>m
ΛkA∨
and
Fm =
∏
k+p>m
(
ΛkL∨ ⊗ SpB∨).
Hence, we have proved the following
Proposition 2.3. The diagram
· · · Λn−1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ ΛnL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ Λn+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ · · ·
· · · Λn−1A∨ ΛnA∨ Λn+1A∨ · · ·
· · · Λn−1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ ΛnL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ Λn+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ · · ·
σ
−δ
σ
−δ
h
σ
hτ
0
τ
0
τ
−δ −δ
is a filtered contraction. See Section 2.1.
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2.3. Fedosov dg manifold associated with a Lie pair.
Lemma 2.4. Let (L,A) be a Lie pair,∇ an L-connection on B extending the Bott A-connection, and β∇ its
torsion as in Equation (12). Then β∇ = 0 if and only if δd∇L + d∇L δ = 0.
Consider the four maps δ\, σ\, h\, and τ\
Γ(Λ•A∨ ⊗B) Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ ⊗B) Γ(Λ•+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨ ⊗B)
τ\
σ\ δ\
h\
defined by
δ\(ω ⊗ σ ⊗ b) = δ(ω ⊗ σ)⊗ b σ\(ω ⊗ σ ⊗ b) = σ(ω ⊗ σ)⊗ b
h\(ω ⊗ σ ⊗ b) = h(ω ⊗ σ)⊗ b τ\(α⊗ b) = τ(α)⊗ b,
for all α ∈ Γ(ΛA∨), ω ∈ Γ(ΛL∨), σ ∈ Γ(SˆB∨), and b ∈ Γ(B). The maps δ, σ, h, and τ are defined in
Section 2.2.
Theorem 2.5. Let (L,A) be a Lie pair. Given a splitting j : L/A → L of the short exact sequence 0 →
A → L → L/A → 0 and a torsion-free L-connection ∇ on B := L/A extending the Bott A-connection,
there exists a unique 1-form valued in formal vertical vector fields of B:
X∇ ∈ Γ(L∨ ⊗ Sˆ>2B∨ ⊗B)
satisfying h\(X∇) = 0 and such that the derivationQ : Γ(Λ•L∨⊗ SˆB∨)→ Γ(Λ•+1L∨⊗ SˆB∨) defined by
Q = −δ + d∇L +X∇ (13)
satisfies Q2 = 0. Here X∇ acts on the algebra Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) as a derivation in a natural fashion.
As a consequence, (L[1]⊕B,Q) is a dg manifold.
Proof. Suppose there exists such a X∇ and consider its decomposition X∇ =
∑∞
k=2Xk, where Xk ∈
Γ(L∨ ⊗ SˆkB∨ ⊗B). Then Q = −δ + d∇L +X2 +X>3 with X>3 =
∑∞
k=3Xk and
Q2 = δ2 − (δd∇L + d∇L δ)+ {d∇L d∇L − δX2 −X2δ}
+
{
d∇LX
∇ +X∇d∇L +X
∇2 − δX>3 −X>3δ
}
= δ2 − [δ, d∇L ] +
{
R∇ − [δ,X2]
}
+
{
[d∇L +
1
2X
∇, X∇]− [δ,X>3]
}
.
Let us write Λp ⊗ Sq for Γ(ΛpL∨ ⊗ SqB∨).
Since
Λp+1 ⊗ Sq−1
Λp ⊗ Sq Λp+1 ⊗ Sq
Λp+1 ⊗ Sq+1
Λp+1 ⊗ Sˆ>q+2,
−δ
d∇L
X2
X>3
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we have
Λp+2 ⊗ Sq−2
Λp+2 ⊗ Sq−1
Λp ⊗ Sq Λp+2 ⊗ Sq
Λp+2 ⊗ Sˆ>q+1.
δ2
[δ,d∇L ]
R∇−[δ,X2]
[d∇L+
1
2
X∇,X∇]−[δ,X>3]
Since δ2 = 0 and [δ, d∇L ] = 0 (by Lemma 2.4), we obtain the commutative diagram
Λp ⊗ Sq
Λp+2 ⊗ Sq Λp+2 ⊗ Sˆ>q+1
Λp+2 ⊗ Sˆ>q
R∇−[δ,X2]
Q2
[d∇L+
1
2
X∇,X∇]−[δ,X>3]
The requirement Q2 = 0 is thus equivalent to the pair of equations
[δ,X2] = R
∇
[δ,X>3] = [d
∇
L +
1
2X
∇, X∇]
Note that σ\(X2) = 0 and σ\(X>3) = 0 sinceX2, X>3 ∈ Γ(L∨⊗Sˆ>2B∨⊗B) and also that h\(X2) = 0 and
h\(X>3) = 0 as h\(X∇) = 0. Since δ\h\ + h\δ\ = id−τ\σ\, we obtain h\δ\(X2) = X2 and h\δ\(X>3) =
X>3.
It follows that
X2 = h\δ\(X2) = h\([δ,X2]) = h\(R
∇)
X>3 = h\δ\(X>3) = h\([δ,X>3]) = h\[d
∇
L +
1
2X
∇, X∇].
Projecting the second equation onto Γ(L∨ ⊗ Sˆk+1B∨ ⊗B), we obtain
X2 = h\(R
∇) (14)
Xk+1 = h\
(
d∇L ◦Xk +Xk ◦ d∇L +
∑
p+q=k+1
26p,q6k−1
Xp ◦Xq
)
, for k > 2. (15)
The successive terms of X∇ =
∑∞
k=2Xk can thus be computed sequentially starting from X2 = h\(R∇).
Therefore, if it exists, the derivation X∇ is uniquely determined by the torsion-free connection ∇ and the
splitting j : B → L.
Now, definingXk inductively by the relations (14) and (15) and settingX∇ =
∑∞
k=2Xk, we have h\(X∇) =
h\(X2 + X>3) = h2\
(
R∇ + δ\(X>3)
)
= 0 since h2\ = 0. Moreover, we have X2 = h\(R∇) ∈ Γ(L∨ ⊗
S2(B∨) ⊗ B) as R∇ ∈ Γ(∧2L∨ ⊗ B∨ ⊗ B). Making use of Equation (15), one proves by induction on k
that Xk ∈ Γ(L∨ ⊗ Sk(B∨)⊗B). This completes the proof of the existence of X∇. 
Remark 2.6. When L = TM andA = 0, whereM is a smooth manifold, Theorem 2.5 reduces to a classical
theorem of Emmrich–Weinstein [12] (see also [10]). On the other hand, when L = TX⊗C andA = T 0,1X ,
where X is a complex manifold, Theorem 2.5 reduces to Theorem 5.9 in [7].
We note that Fedosov dg manifolds were constructed independently by Batakidis–Voglaire [3].
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2.4. Emmrich–Weinstein theorem forLie pairs. Alternatively, one canmake use of the Poincaré–Birkhoff–
Witt isomorphism pbw∇,j [18] in order to endow the graded manifold on L[1]⊕B with a homological vector
field.
Recall that every choice of a splitting j : B = L/A → L of the short exact sequence of vector bundles (10)
and an L-connection∇ on B extending the Bott A-connection determines a Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt map
pbw∇,j : Γ(SB)→ U(L)U(L)Γ(A) ,
which is an isomorphism of filtered R-coalgebras according to Theorem 1.11. In what follows, we will use
the simplified symbol pbw to denote the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt isomorphism pbw∇,j .
Being a quotient of the universal enveloping algebraU(L) by a left ideal, theR-coalgebra U(L)U(L)Γ(A) is naturally
a left U(L)-module. Hence U(L)U(L)Γ(A) is endowed with a canonical infinitesimal L-action by coderivations.
Pulling back this infinitesimal action through pbw, we obtain a flat L-connection∇ on SB:
∇ l (s) = pbw−1 (l · pbw(s)), (16)
for all l ∈ Γ(L) and s ∈ Γ(SB).
The L-connection∇ on S(B) induces an L-connections on the dual bundle Sˆ(B∨) — see Remark 1.8. By
d∇
 
L : Γ(∧•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨)→ Γ(∧•+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨),
we denote its corresponding Chevalley–Eilenberg differential. It is known [18] that the covariant derivative
∇ l : Γ(SB)→ Γ(SB) is a coderivation of Γ(SB) for all l ∈ Γ(L) (However, ∇ l need not be a derivation
of Γ(SB) for any l ∈ Γ(L)). Therefore, the covariant derivative
∇ l : Γ(SˆB∨)→ Γ(SˆB∨)
is a derivation of the symmetric algebra Γ(SˆB∨), and d∇ L is a degree +1-derivation on Γ(∧•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨),
i.e. a homological vector field on L[1]⊕B. As a consequence, (L[1]⊕B, d∇ L ) is indeed a dg-manifold.
The following theorem extends a classical theorem of Emmrich–Weinstein [12].
Theorem 2.7. Let (L,A) be a Lie pair, i ◦ p+ j ◦ q = idL a splitting of the short exact sequence
0 A L B 0i
p
q
j
and ∇ an L-connection on B extending the Bott A-connection. If ∇ is torsion-free, then the dg-manifold
(L[1]⊕B, d∇ L ) described above coincides with the Fedosov dg-manifold (L[1]⊕B,Q) constructed by the
Fedosov iteration as in Theorem 2.5.
2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.7. The covariant derivative ∇ l does not preserve the filtration Γ(S6p(L/A)).
Nevertheless, we have
Proposition 2.8. For all l ∈ Γ(L), the covariant derivative ∇ l maps Γ(S6pB) to Γ(S6p+1B). Moreover,
for all a ∈ Γ(A), the covariant derivative∇ a maps Γ(S6pB) to Γ(S6pB).
At this stage, it is useful to introduce some new notations. Let Θ be the bundle map
Θ : L⊗ SB → SB
defined by
Θ(l; s) = ∇ l s−∇ls− q(l) s, ∀l ∈ Γ(L), s ∈ Γ(SB). (17)
It follows immediately from Equations (17) and (16) that
Θ(l; 1) = 0, ∀l ∈ Γ(L) (18)
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since pbw(1) = 1 and pbw(b) = j(b) for all b ∈ Γ(L/A).
Since pbw is invertible, Lemma 1.17 may be rewritten as
∇ l b = q(l) b+∇lb− 12β∇(q(l), b), ∀l ∈ Γ(L), b ∈ Γ(B).
Therefore,
Θ(l; b) = −12β∇(q(l), b), ∀l ∈ Γ(L), b ∈ Γ(B). (19)
Lemma 2.9. For all l ∈ Γ(L), the map s 7→ Θ(l; s) is a coderivation of the R-coalgebra Γ(SB) and
preserves the filtration
· · · ↪→ S6n−1B ↪→ S6nB ↪→ S6n+1B ↪→ · · · .
Proof. The verification that ∇ l , ∇l and the map s 7→ q(l)  s are coderivations of Γ(SB) for all l ∈ Γ(L)
is straightforward. Hence s 7→ Θ(l, s) is a coderivation of the R-coalgebra Γ(SB) for all l ∈ Γ(L) as well.
It follows from Equations (17) and (16) together with Remark 1.15, the fact that pbw respects the filtrations
on Γ
(
S(B)
)
and U(L)U(L)Γ(A) , and Lemma 1.10 that
pbw
(
Θ(l; b1  · · ·  bn)
)
= l · pbw(b1  · · ·  bn)− pbw
(
q(l) b1  · · ·  bn −∇l(b1  · · ·  bn)
)
= l · j(b1) · · · j(bn)− j ◦ q(l) · j(b1) · · · j(bn) + u
= p(l) · j(b1) · · · j(bn) + u
= j(b1) · · · j(bn) · p(l) + v
where u, v are elements of
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n
. Since p(l) belongs to Γ(A), we obtain
pbw
(
Θ(l; b1  · · ·  bn)
)
= v ∈
( U(L)
U(L)Γ(A)
)6n
.
Therefore, we have Θ(l; b1  · · ·  bn) ∈ Γ
(
S6n(B)
)
for all l ∈ Γ(L) and b1, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(B). 
Proposition 2.10. For all n ∈ N and all b0, b1, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(B), we have
n∑
k=0
Θ
(
j(bk); b0  · · ·  b̂k  ·  bn
)
= 0.
Proof. Set b{k} = b0  · · ·  b̂k  ·  bn and rewrite Equation (9) as
(n+ 1) pbw(b0  · · ·  bn) =
n∑
k=0
{
j(bk) · pbw(b{k})− pbw
(∇j(bk)(b{k}))}.
Applying pbw−1 to both sides, we obtain
(n+ 1) b0  · · ·  bn =
n∑
k=0
{
∇ j(bk)(b{k})−∇j(bk)(b{k})
}
,
which is equivalent to
n∑
k=0
{
∇ j(bk)(b{k})− q(j(bk)) b{k} −∇j(bk)(b{k})} = 0.
The result follows from Equation (17). 
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Now consider the map
Ξ∇ : Γ(S•B∨)→ Γ(L∨ ⊗ Sˆ>•+1B∨)
defined by 〈
s
∣∣ιlΞ∇(σ)〉 = 〈Θ∇(l; s)∣∣σ〉 , (20)
for all homogeneous l ∈ Γ(L), s ∈ Γ(SB), and σ ∈ Γ(SˆB∨).
Here
Γ(SB)⊗R Γ(SˆB∨) 〈−|−〉−−−→ R
is the duality pairing defined by
〈b1  · · ·  bp|β1  · · ·  βq〉 =
{∑
σ∈Sp ιb1βσ(1) · ιb2βσ(2) · · · ιbpβσ(p) if p = q
0 if p 6= q
for all b1, . . . , bp ∈ Γ(B) and β1, . . . , βq ∈ Γ(B∨).
A straightforward computation yields the following lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let (∂i)i∈{1,...,r} be a local frame of B and let (χj)j∈{1,...,r} be the dual local frame of B∨.
We have 〈
∂I
∣∣χJ〉 = I! δI,J , ∀I, J ∈ Nn0
and
σ =
∑
I∈NN
1
I!
〈
∂I
∣∣σ〉 χI , ∀σ ∈ Γ(Sˆ(B∨)).
Lemma 2.12. For any l ∈ Γ(L), and all homogeneous s ∈ Γ(SB), and σ ∈ Γ(SˆB∨), we have
〈s|ιlδ(σ)〉 = 〈q(l) s|σ〉 .
Proof. It suffices to prove the relation for s = ∂I and σ = χJ . We have
〈
∂I
∣∣ιlδ(χJ)〉 =
〈
∂I
∣∣∣∣∣
r∑
k=1
ιq(l)χk Jkχ
J−ek
〉
=
r∑
k=1
ιq(l)χk
〈
∂I
∣∣JkχJ−ek〉
=
r∑
k=1
ιq(l)χk Jk I! δI,J−ek =
r∑
k=1
ιq(l)χk J ! δI+ek,J =
r∑
k=1
ιq(l)χk
〈
∂I+ek
∣∣χJ〉
=
〈
r∑
k=1
ιq(l)χk ∂k  ∂I
∣∣∣∣∣χJ
〉
=
〈
q(l) ∂I ∣∣χJ〉 . 
It follows that, for all ω ∈ Γ(ΛL∨) and ξ ∈ Γ(Sˆ(B∨)),
δ(ω ⊗ ξ) =
rk(L)∑
k=1
(λk ∧ ω)⊗ 〈q(lk)−|ξ〉 =
r∑
k=1
(q>(χk) ∧ ω)⊗ 〈∂k −|ξ〉 ,
where (lk)
rk(L)
k=1 and (λk)
rk(L)
k=1 is any pair of dual local frames for the vector bundlesL andL
∨ and (∂i)i∈{1,...,r}
and (χj)j∈{1,...,r} is any pair of dual local frames for the vector bundles B and B∨.
Proposition 2.13. For every l ∈ Γ(L), the operator ιlΞ∇ is a derivation of the algebra Γ
(
SˆB∨
)
.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 2.9 since the algebra Γ
(
Sˆ(B∨)
)
is dual to the coalgebra
Γ(S(B)) and ιlΞ∇ is the transpose of ιlΘ∇ according to Equation (20). 
Hence Ξ∇ may be regarded as an element of Γ
(
L∨ ⊗ Sˆ(B∨)⊗B).
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Proposition 2.14. (1) If β∇ = 0, then Ξ∇ ∈ Γ(L∨ ⊗ Sˆ>2B∨ ⊗B).
(2) If β∇ 6= 0, then Ξ∇ ∈ Γ(L∨ ⊗ Sˆ>1B∨ ⊗B).
Proof. Let (∂i)i∈{1,...,r} be a local frame of B and let (χj)j∈{1,...,r} be the dual local frame of B∨. Fix any
l ∈ Γ(L). Since ιlΞ∇ is a derivation of the algebra Γ
(
Sˆ(B∨)
)
, which is generated locally by χ1, . . . , χr, we
have
ιlΞ
∇ =
r∑
k=1
ιlΞ
∇(χk)∂k,
with
ιlΞ
∇(χk) =
∑
I∈Nr0
1
I!
〈
∂I
∣∣ιlΞ∇(χk)〉χI by Lemma 2.11,
=
∑
I∈Nr0
1
I!
〈
ιlΘ
∇(∂I)
∣∣χk〉χI by Equation (20).
If β∇ = 0, it follows from Equations (18) and (19) thatΘ∇(∂I) = 0 for |I| 6 1 so that ιlΞ∇ ∈ Γ
(
Sˆ>2(B∨)⊗
B
)
. If β∇ 6= 0, it follows from Equations (18) that Θ∇(∂I) = 0 for |I| = 0 so that ιlΞ∇ ∈ Γ
(
Sˆ>1(B∨) ⊗
B
)
. 
We note that, for every pair of dual local frames (∂i)i∈{1,...,r} and (χj)j∈{1,...,r} for B and B∨, we have
Ξ∇ =
r∑
k=1
∑
J∈Nr0
1
J !
〈
∂J
∣∣Ξ∇(χk)〉χJ∂k
and hence
Ξ∇(ω ⊗ χJ) =
rk(L)∑
m=1
(λm ∧ ω)⊗
r∑
k=1
∑
J∈Nr0
1
J !
〈
∂J
∣∣ιlmΞ∇(χk)〉χJ∂k
=
rk(L)∑
m=1
(λm ∧ ω)⊗
r∑
k=1
∑
J∈Nr0
1
J !
〈
Θ∇(lm; ∂J)
∣∣χk〉χJ∂k.
Lemma 2.15. For all λ ∈ Γ(L∨) and J ∈ Nr0, we have
h(λ⊗ χJ) = 1
1 + |J |
r∑
k=1
ιj(∂k)λ⊗ χJ+ek ,
where (∂i)i∈{1,...,r} is any local frame of B and (χj)j∈{1,...,r} is the dual local frame of B∨.
Proof. For λ ∈ Γ(q>B∨), the result follows immediately from the very definition of h. The results holds for
λ ∈ Γ(p>A∨) as well since, for all α ∈ Γ(A∨), we have h(p>(α)⊗ χJ) = 0 by the very definition of h and
ιj(∂k)p
>(α) = 0 as p ◦ j = 0. 
Proposition 2.16. h\(Ξ∇) = 0
Proof. Let (∂i)i∈{1,...,r} be a local frame of B and let (χj)j∈{1,...,r} be the dual local frame of B∨.
From
Ξ∇ =
r∑
k=1
∑
J∈Nr0
1
J !
〈
∂J
∣∣Ξ∇(χk)〉χJ∂k,
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we obtain, using Lemma 2.15,
h\(Ξ
∇) =
r∑
k=1
∑
J∈Nr0
h
{
1
J !
〈
∂J
∣∣Ξ∇(χk)〉χJ}∂k
=
r∑
k=1
∑
J∈Nr0
1
1 + |J |
r∑
p=1
1
J !
〈
∂J
∣∣ιj(∂p)Ξ∇(χk)〉χpχJ∂k
=
r∑
k=1
∑
J∈Nr0
1
1 + |J |
r∑
p=1
1
J !
〈
ιj(∂p)Θ
∇(∂J)
∣∣χk〉χJ+ep∂k
=
r∑
k=1
∑
M∈Nr0
1
|M |
1
M !
〈
r∑
p=1
Mp ιj(∂p)Θ
∇(∂M−ep)
∣∣∣∣∣∣χk
〉
χM∂k.
It follows directly from Proposition 2.10 that
r∑
p=1
Mp ιj(∂p)Θ
∇(∂M−ep) = 0
for everyM = (M1, . . . ,Mr) ∈ Nr0. 
The L-connections ∇ and ∇ defined on SB induce L-connections on the dual bundle SˆB∨ — see Re-
mark 1.8. For all l ∈ Γ(L), the covariant derivative ∇ l is a derivation of the symmetric algebra Γ(SˆB∨)
which maps Γ(Sˆ>pB∨) to Γ(Sˆ>p−1B∨).
Proposition 2.17. d∇ L = −δ + d∇L − Ξ∇
Proof. From 〈
∇ l s
∣∣∣σ〉+ 〈s∣∣∣∇ l σ〉 = ρ(l) 〈s|σ〉 = 〈∇ls|σ〉+ 〈s|∇lσ〉 ,
we obtain 〈
∇ l s−∇ls
∣∣∣σ〉 = 〈s∣∣∣∇lσ −∇ l σ〉〈
q(l) s+ ιlΘ∇(s)
∣∣σ〉 = 〈s∣∣∣ιl(d∇Lσ − d∇ L σ)〉
and, making use of Lemma 2.12 and Equation (20),〈
s
∣∣ιl(δσ + Ξ∇σ)〉 = 〈s∣∣∣ιl(d∇Lσ − d∇ L σ)〉
or, equivalently,
d∇
 
L = −δ + d∇L − Ξ∇. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. SinceΞ∇ ∈ Γ(L∨⊗Sˆ>2(B∨)⊗B) provided β∇ = 0 (Proposition 2.14), h\(Ξ∇) = 0
(Proposition 2.16), and d∇ L = −δ + d∇L − Ξ∇ (Proposition 2.17) satisfies d∇ L ◦ d∇ L = 0, Theorem 2.5
asserts that X∇ = −Ξ∇ and Q = d∇ L . 
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3. Dolgushev–Fedosov quasi-isomorphisms
3.1. Contraction of the Fedosov dg manifold.
Lemma 3.1. The operator % defined as the difference
% = d∇L − Ξ∇
is a perturbation1 of the cochain complex
· · · Γ(Λn−1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) Γ(ΛnL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) Γ(Λn+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) · · ·−δ −δ
compatible with its descending filtration
Fm =
rk(L)⊕
k=0
Γ
(
ΛkL∨ ⊗ Sˆ>m−kB∨).
Proof. We have d∇ L = −δ + (d∇L − Ξ∇) and (d∇ L )2 = 0 since the connection ∇ is flat. Moreover, if
β∇ 6= 0, we have
Γ(Λn+1(L∨)⊗ Sp−1(B∨))
Γ(Λn(L∨)⊗ Sp(B∨)) Γ(Λn+1(L∨)⊗ Sp(B∨))
Γ(Λn+1(L∨)⊗ Sˆ>p(B∨))
−δ
d∇L
−Ξ∇
,
and if β∇ = 0, then
Γ(Λn+1(L∨)⊗ Sp−1(B∨))
Γ(Λn(L∨)⊗ Sp(B∨)) Γ(Λn+1(L∨)⊗ Sp(B∨))
Γ(Λn+1(L∨)⊗ Sˆ>p+1(B∨))
−δ
d∇L
−Ξ∇
As a consequence, d∇L − Ξ∇ mapsFm toFm+1. This concludes the proof. 
Proposition 3.2. The Chevalley–Eilenberg complex
(
Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨), d∇ L
)
contracts onto
(
Γ(ΛA∨), dA
)
.
More precisely, we have the contraction
· · · Γ(Λn−1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) Γ(ΛnL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) Γ(Λn+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) · · ·
· · · Γ(Λn−1A∨) Γ(ΛnA∨) Γ(Λn+1A∨) · · ·
· · · Γ(Λn−1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) Γ(ΛnL∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) Γ(Λn+1L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨) · · ·
σ
d∇
 
L
σ
d∇
 
L
h˘
σ
h˘τ˘
dA
τ˘
dA
τ˘
d∇
 
L d
∇ 
L
1See Section 2.1.
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where τ˘ =
∑∞
k=0(h%)
kτ and h˘ =
∑∞
k=0(h%)
kh.
Proof. We proceed by homological perturbation (see Lemma 2.1). Starting from the filtered contraction of
Proposition 2.3, it suffices to perturb the coboundary operator −δ by the operator % (see Lemma 3.1). We
have
∑∞
k=1 σ(%h)
k = 0 as, for all n, p ∈ N0,
Γ(ΛnL∨ ⊗ SpB∨) Γ(Λn−1L∨ ⊗ Sp+1B∨) Γ(ΛnL∨ ⊗ Sˆ>p+1B∨) 0.h % σ
Therefore, we obtain
σ˘ :=
∞∑
k=0
σ(%h)k = σ
and
ϑ :=
∞∑
k=0
σ(%h)k%τ = σ%τ = σ(d∇L − Ξ∇)(p> ⊗ 1) = σ
(
(dL ◦ p>)⊗ 1
)
= dA.
The result follows immediately since −δ + % = d∇ L (Proposition 2.17). 
Corollary 3.3 (Dolgushev–Fedosov quasi-isomorphisms). The pair of chain maps(
Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ SˆB∨), d∇ L
) (
Γ(Λ•A∨), dA
)σ
τ˘
(21)
realizes a homotopy equivalence of cochain complexes. Both σ and τ˘ are thus quasi-isomorphisms.
When L = TM and A is trivial, the chain map τ˘ in Equation (21) reduces to the augmentation map τ˘ :
C∞(M)→ Γ(SˆT∨M ) studied by Emmrich–Weinstein [12]. We note that a similar construction of a Fedosov
resolution of the algebra of smooth functions on a manifold based on homological perturbation was described
by Hans-Christian Herbig in [14].
Obviously, the chain map τ˘ and the homotopy operator h˘ appearing in Proposition 3.2 satisfy the relations
(id−h%)τ˘ = τ and (id−h%)h˘ = h.
Lemma 3.4. For every y ∈ Γ(ΛpL∨ ⊗ Sq(B∨)), there exists a unique x ∈ Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ Sˆ(B∨)) such that
(id−h%)x = y.
Proof. First note that y ∈ Γ(ΛpL∨ ⊗ Sq(B∨)) implies that (h%)ky ∈ Γ(ΛpL∨ ⊗ Sˆ>q+k(B∨)) as
Γ(ΛpL∨ ⊗ Sˆ>q+1(B∨)) Γ(Λp+1L∨ ⊗ Sˆ>q(B∨)) Γ(ΛpL∨ ⊗ Sq(B∨))h % .
Therefore the series
∑∞
k=0(h%)
ky converges to an element x in Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ Sˆ(B∨)). Moreover, we have
(id−h%)x = (id−h%)
∞∑
k=0
(h%)ky =
∞∑
k=0
(h%)ky −
∞∑
k=1
(h%)ky = y.
Suppose there exists another element x′ in Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ Sˆ(B∨)) satisfying (id−h%)x′ = y. It follows that
(id−h%)(x′ − x) = 0 and, consequently,
x′ − x = h%(x′ − x) = (h%)2(x′ − x) = (h%)3(x′ − x) = · · ·
Since x′ − x ∈ Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ Sˆ>0(B∨)), we have
x′ − x = (h%)k(x′ − x) ∈ Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ Sˆ>k(B∨)), ∀k ∈ N.
Therefore,
x′ − x ∈
⋂
k
Γ(ΛL∨ ⊗ Sˆ>k(B∨)) = {0}
so that x = x′. 
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Hence, we obtain the following proposition which is needed in the next section.
Proposition 3.5. The chain map τ˘ is entirely determined by τ , h% and the relation (id−h%)τ˘ = τ . Likewise,
the homotopy operator h˘ is entirely determined by h, h% and the relation (id−h%)h˘ = h.
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 2.7, we obtain
Theorem 3.6. Given a Lie pair (L,A), the choice of (1) a splitting of the short exact sequence 0 → A →
L → B → 0 and (2) a torsion-free L-connection on L/A extending the Bott A-connection determines a
homological vector field Q on the graded manifold L[1]⊕ B — see Theorem 2.7. Let (L[1]⊕ B,Q) denote
the resulting Fedosov dg manifold. Then the natural inclusion
(A[1], dA)→ (L[1]⊕B,Q)
of the dg manifold associated with the Lie algebroid A into the Fedosov dg manifold is a quasi-isomorphism
of dg manifolds.
3.2. Matched pairs. In this section, we establish explicit expressions for the quasi-isomorphism
τ˘ : Γ(Λ•A∨)→ Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ Sˆ(B∨))
defined in Proposition 3.2 valid only in the special case of matched pairs. Such a formula can be considered as
an extension to the matched pair case of the augmentation map τ˘ : C∞(M) → Ω0(M, SˆT∨M ) of Emmrich–
Weinstein [12] expressed in terms of the formal exponential map.
Suppose the image of the chosen splitting j : B → L is a Lie subalgebroid ofL (i.e.L = A ./ B is a matched
pair). Then B is a Lie algebroid and composition of the morphism of associative algebras U(B) → U(L)
induced by j with the canonical projection U(L)  U(L)U(L)Γ(A) yields a canonical isomorphism of left R-
coalgebras U(B) ∼= U(L)U(L)Γ(A) .
Since L = A ./ B is a matched pair, we have a Bott B-connection on A:
∇Bottb a = p
(
[j(b), i(a)]
)
, ∀b ∈ Γ(B), a ∈ Γ(A).
The dual B-connection on A∨ extends to the exterior algebra ΛA∨ by derivation:
∇Bottb α = i>
(Lj(b)(p>α)), ∀b ∈ Γ(B), α ∈ Γ(ΛA∨).
One can show that, for every b ∈ Γ(B), the diagram
Λ•A∨ Λ•A∨
Λ•L∨ Λ•L∨
∇Bottb
p> p>
Lj(b)
commutes. Since the Bott B-connection on ΛA∨ is flat, Γ(ΛA∨) is a left U(B)-module: the action
U(B)× Γ(ΛA∨) o−→ Γ(ΛA∨)
satisfies
p>
(
b1b2 · · · bn o α
)
= Lj(b1)Lj(b2) · · · Lj(bn)(p>α),
for all b1, b2, . . . , bn ∈ Γ(B) and α ∈ Γ(ΛA∨).
In the matched pair case, the chain map τ˘ : Γ(Λ•A∨) → Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ Sˆ(B∨)) defined in Proposition 3.2
admits a simple description in terms of the splitting j : B ↪→ L, the associated left U(B)-module structure
o on Γ(ΛA∨), and the map pbw : Γ(S(B))→ U(B) induced by j and ∇.
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Consider the derivation D of C∞(A[1]⊕B) = Γ(p>(ΛA∨)⊗ Sˆ(B∨)) defined by
D(p>α⊗ χJ) =
r∑
k=1
{
p>(∇Bott∂k α)⊗ χk · χJ + p>α⊗ χk · ∇j(∂k)(χJ)
}
,
for all α ∈ Γ(Λ•A∨) and J ∈ Nr0.
Remark 3.7. A analogue of the derivation D was introduced recently in [4, Section 2.1 and Remark 2.3]. It
would be interesting to understand the precise relation between these two derivations.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.8. If the splitting
0 A L B 0i
p
q
j
identifies B with a Lie subalgebroid of L, then Γ(ΛA∨) is a left U(B)-module and the chain map
τ˘ : Γ(Λ•A∨)→ Γ(Λ•L∨ ⊗ Sˆ(B∨))
defined in Proposition 3.2 satisfies
τ˘ = exp(D) ◦ τ
and
τ˘(α) =
∑
J∈Nr0
1
J !
p>
(
pbw(∂J)o α
)⊗ χJ , ∀α ∈ Γ(ΛA∨). (22)
Remark 3.9. WhenL = TM andA is trivial, Equation (22) reduces to the augmentation map τ˘ : C∞(M)→
Γ(SˆT∨M ) of Emmrich–Weinstein [12] expressed in terms of the formal exponential map. Hence we recover
[12, Theorem 6].
The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 2.15, which is proved mutans mutandis.
Lemma 3.10. For all λ ∈ Γ(p>(ΛuA∨)⊗ q>(ΛvB∨)) ⊂ Γ(Λu+vL∨) and J ∈ Nr0, we have
h(λ⊗ χJ) =
{
1
v+|J |
∑r
k=1 ιj(∂k)λ⊗ χJ+ek if v > 1
0 if v = 0,
where (∂i)i∈{1,...,r} denotes any local frame of B and (χj)j∈{1,...,r} denotes the dual local frame of B∨.
The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 2.16, which is proved mutans mutandis.
Lemma 3.11. For all α ∈ Γ(Λ•A∨) and J ∈ Nr0, we have hΞ(p>α⊗ χJ) = 0.
Lemma 3.12. For all α ∈ Γ(Λ•A∨) and J ∈ Nrk(B)0 , we have
h%(p>α⊗ χJ) = 1
1 + |J |
∑
k
{
p>(∇Bott∂k α)⊗ χk · χJ + p>α⊗ χk · ∇j(∂k)(χJ)
}
=
1
1 + |J |D(p
>α⊗ χJ).
Proof. Since L = A ./ B, Proposition 1.6 asserts that, if α ∈ Γ(ΛuA∨), then
dL(p
>α) ∈ Ωu+1,0 ⊕ Ωu,1,
where Ωu,v = Γ(p>(ΛuA∨)⊗ q>(ΛvB∨)). Therefore, if α ∈ Γ(ΛuA∨), we have
d∇L (p
>α⊗ χJ) = dL(p>α)⊗ χJ +
∑
t
λt ∧ (p>α)⊗∇lt(χJ) ∈ (Ωu+1,0 ⊕ Ωu,1)⊗R Γ(S|J |(B∨))
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and it follows from Lemma 3.10 that
hd∇L (p
>α⊗ χJ) = 1
1 + |J |
∑
k
{
ij(∂k)dL(p
>α)⊗ χJ+ek +
∑
t
(ij(∂k)λt) · p>α⊗ χk · ∇lt(χJ)
}
=
1
1 + |J |
∑
k
{
Lj(∂k)(p>α)⊗ χJ+ek + p>α⊗ χk · ∇∑t(ij(∂k)λt)lt(χJ)
}
=
1
1 + |J |
∑
k
{
p>(∇Bott∂k α)⊗ χJ+ek + p>α⊗ χk · ∇j(∂k)(χJ)
}
.
The desired result follows from Lemma 3.11. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Reasoning by induction on k, one proves that
Dk ◦ τ(α) ∈ Γ(p>(ΛA∨)⊗ Sk(B∨))
for all α ∈ Γ(ΛA∨) and k ∈ N. Using Lemma 3.12 and reasoning by induction on k once again, one proves
that
(h%)k ◦ τ = 1
k!
Dk ◦ τ
for all k ∈ N. It follows that
τ˘ =
( ∞∑
k=0
(h%)k
)
◦ τ =
( ∞∑
k=0
1
k!
Dk
)
◦ τ = exp(D) ◦ τ.
Set dαc = ∑J∈Nr0 1J !p>( pbw(∂J)o α)⊗ χJ for all α ∈ Γ(ΛA∨). We claim that (id−h%)dαc = τ(α). It
then follows from Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.4 that τ˘(α) = dαc— the desired result.
It remains to establish our claim. From
0 = ρ(j(∂k))
〈
∂K
∣∣χJ〉 = 〈∇j(∂k)(∂K)∣∣χJ〉+ 〈∂K∣∣∇j(∂k)(χJ)〉 ,
we obtain
∇j(∂k)(χJ) =
∑
K
1
K!
〈
∂K
∣∣∇j(∂k)(χJ)〉χK = −∑
K
1
K!
〈∇j(∂k)(∂K)∣∣χJ〉χK . (23)
From Lemma 3.11, Lemma 3.12, and Equation (23), we obtain
h%dαc =
∑
J
1
J !
1
1+|J |
∑
k
{
p>
(
∇Bott∂k
(
pbw(∂J)o α
))⊗ χk · χJ
− p>( pbw(∂J)o α)⊗ χk ·∑
K
1
K!
〈∇j(∂k)(∂K)∣∣χJ〉χK}
This can be rewritten as
h%dαc =
∑
J
1
J !
1
1+|J |
∑
k
p>
(
j(∂k) · pbw(∂J)o α
)⊗ χJ+ek
−
∑
K
1
K!
1
1+|K|
∑
k
p>
(
pbw
(∇j(∂k)(∂K))o α)⊗ χK+ek
and then
h%dαc =
∑
M∈Nr0
|M |>1
1
M !
p>
(
1
|M |
∑
k
Mk
(
j(∂k) · pbw
(
∂M−ek
) − pbw (∇j(∂k)∂M−ek)) o α) ⊗ χM .
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Finally, it follows from Equation (9) that
h%dαc =
∑
M∈Nr0
|M |>1
1
M !
p>
(
pbw(∂M )o α
)⊗ χM = dαc − p>(α)⊗ 1 = dαc − τ(α). 
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